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This invention relates to the at of packaging and 
bundling, and more particularly toa'novel-corrier pro-o 
tector which effectively preventsjdamage to thencorners 
of packages and bundles held together by ‘metal bands 
for shipment and handling. ' > ' V 

Heretofore in the'art ‘it has been customary to form 
corner protectors from sheet metal wherein the proper 
form of protector was stamped‘ out of stock into the 
desiredshape. One of the major drawbacks‘to protec 
torsof this type was caused by the impossibility of ob 

' taining a sharp inside corner due ‘to the fact that the 
metal would crackpandl render the protector useless. 
Therefore, in metal protectors there never’ could be a 
snug ?t over the corner of the‘package or bundle it was 
supposed to protect, and damage would result, both 
when the tensioned band or strap was applied over the 
corner, and in the actual handling of such packages or 
bundles during shipment. ‘ ‘ ' ' 

in corner protectors made in accordance with the 
invention, the above referred ‘to disadvantages arejcorn 
pletely-‘avoided. 1 This is‘because ‘my novel 'corner'pro 
tector has a sharp angular inside corner which enables 
it at all times when ‘in use to ?t snugly over the corner 
it is to protect,‘ and also to insure that the opposed arms 
.t'hereo‘filie ?at against the goods in the bundle. 

In accordance with the inven'tion'my novel corner 
protector preferablyis formed'of a ?exible'plastic mate 
rial which has suiiicient resiliency that when in use it 
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2. 
Winner faces of the arms, lie in planes intersecting in a sharp 
angle so that the protector when placed .in operative .posi 
tion on the corner ofabundle being handed ?ts snugly on 
the corner and the inner faces of the opposed arms lie 
flat against the goods being bundled. 
The invention also consists in .the provision of a novel 

' corner protector having means for maintaining .it in a 
< selected position on the corner of a‘ package so that the 
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required number of corner protectors can be assembled _ 
around the package and then the required'banding strip, 
or band can‘ befwound, over‘ the corner'protectors-and __ 
secured in tension about the package. I " . Y t ’ ' 

The invention is further.‘ characterized bysthe‘ pro 
vision of a novel corner protector formed from a non 
.metallic material,v and wherein the inner faces 'of the 
opposed arms are dis-posedin such angular arrangement 
that when the protector is placed on a package and covers 
a portion of the corner thereof the sides lie ?atagainst 
the package sides with the inside corner snug against I 
the corner portion it covers. In this'way .no“ damage 
canbe in?icted to‘ the corner portion'which'is protected 
despite the ‘fact that ‘the protectors are held against the 
package by a banding strip‘ under tension. ' " T v 
his a further object ‘of the invention to‘ provide a' 

novel corner'protector for'packages and bundles wherein 
there is formed on the. rear portion of the protector over 
which the securing strip is disposed a relatively Wide 
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. package or‘bundle. 

ridge which is operative to spread the pressure load im- ' 
posed by the tensioned strip over abroad area, thereby 
aiding in the prevention of damage to the contents of the 

An additional objectvof the invention is the provision . 
. of a novel corner protector having means for spreading‘ 

can adapt itselfito the sides of the bundle or package ‘ 
' ‘it’ protects,: as‘ mentioned; above. '.I have ,found that 
polyethylene and polypropylene give satisfactory results. 
If vdesired, other suitable plastic materials, or combina 
tions ‘thereof wit-hjoil, sheet‘ material other than relatively 
thick sheet’ metal, can be'used, so long as‘they can be 
formed in such manner as to provide a sharp; inside 
corner- angle which enables the corner protector 'thus 
‘formed to ?t snugly against the corner of the goods’ it 
protects. ' ' r ' 1 ; . , , 

.l‘t‘is, therefore, an object of the invention to provide 
a novel corner protector, which is so constructed that it 
practically eliminates the danger of damage to‘ packages 
and bundles on which‘ it is used. ' v ' “ 

> It "is a further ~object of the invention to provide a 
' novel, rust-proof corner protector-s0 constructed that .it “but 

such manner that vwhen held by a=suitable banding strip 
in operative position on a bundleor package the seated 
relationship of the protector thereon,is,suchthat danger 

- ?ts: snugly against the corner of-a package 'orvrbundle'tor 
be" handed or stripped for handling and shipment, ‘and. Y 

'5 wherein ‘the ‘inside corner of the protector is angular in '65 
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the 'pres'sureload applied. by a tensioned metal'banding 
strip or‘v other suitable ‘strip over a relativelylarge area of 
thegoods thus/banded and whereinthe band'or strip at 
all times is’rnaintained out‘ of contact with‘theigoods. ' 3‘ 

With'these and other objects‘ notv speci?cally men 
tioned in view, the invention consists inicertaincombina- 7. _, 
tions and constructions'which will. b'e'described fully 

‘ hereinafter, and then ,setv forth in ‘the claims hereunto _ ,' h 

_' bodiment of'my novelcornerjprotectorf _ , ~ 

‘ FIGURE, 3' is a‘ sec 'onal view_'taken on’ line i 

offdamage to thecorneru'of the bundle-or package cov- t‘ 
ered:thereby‘ispracticallyeliminated.- - “ ‘ 

' n is‘ a‘ further-object gripe-invention toprovide a‘; 

iéltéiats‘?tiéafurthe . _ . 

n fmeans associatedwith thep'ro'tedtor 'fo 
‘ l ' hev omen-301E ‘ 

. poly 
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‘n i‘vellplas'ticfcorner.prote'cto which is'effectivei- in prel _ ' 

yenting idainagez'topaclgages ndbundles'gonjwhich it ‘is " ‘ ' characterized b'yv'the prover 

' r securing‘ j 

FIGURE 3; and T.‘ 

‘of. the invention. 

'L-shaped in appearance, .WhereJthe protectorjfisito be 

‘gular cross-sectiomt-he angle *be'tweenth'e arm isfgQ‘” 
' _=lnl._thefijfcasei,where'_'the’iprotectorfis'ftobei'lised with a 
ghe'Xag-onaI cro‘ssisect n, theganglefb'etween" , 

appended. _ ~ g , 

, - . in'the accompanying drawings, which form a partwof.v 

' this speci?cation; and iniwhich like characters of-reierf ' 
46‘ ence indicate the sameor like parts; - " " ' 

I age tied with a. suitabletbandtgor‘strip using ifoilr vcorner ' 
FIGURE’ 1 ‘is a perspectivelvie'wfof'a bundleior p(ack-_ > v 

protectors constructed ‘in accordance "with: the-ihvention; ‘ FIGURE '2 isv a perspective view of a preferred ‘em-‘i 

FIGURE1§17 - I ’ ‘ 

.FIGUREA‘is‘aI plan view ovfljthe' structureshownriii' 
l‘ FIGURES is a perspective'viewiofi _a'}mocli?e_d ~' ‘ 

' Referring to‘the?y‘liirawingsgit will: be’seeri, tliht’theT , 
corner ‘protector forming"the‘invention' 'is"'}'generally' 

used with bundles ‘or packages having‘ asquare or rectan; 

° ‘It is evidentthat;-the'angnlartrelat 
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FIGURE 1 discloses a completed bundle designated 
generally 10 comprising three superimposed wrapped 
stacks 12 of Sheetrock building material. Because of 
the nature of the goods thus’ prepared for shipment, it 
is important that in the strapping of the goods no damage 
be caused to the corner portions 14 where the straps 
or bands 16 are applied. In bundle10, four corner pro 
tectors 18 are, secured by strap 16, the latter having 
been tied under suitable tension by clamp 20 of conven~ 
tional design using a conventional tool (not shown). 

Referring‘ to FIGURES 2 and 3, which show more-in 
detail a preferred embodiment of corner protector ‘13, 
it will be noted that it comprises an elongated body 22, 
which if desired may be provided with longitudinal 
grooves 24. These grooves afford a measure of flexi 
bility to body 22 in a direction at right angles to its 
length when corner protector 18 is secured to the goods 
being bundled or packaged. Grooves 24 also effect 
a saving in the material from which protector 18 is 
formed. Longitudinally spaced lugs 26 formed on body 
22 prevent band or strap slippage on a completed bun 
dle 10‘. 

Extending outwardly ?rom body 22 are two arms 28. 
In the forms of the invention illustrated, arms 28 are 
substantially equal in length. It will be appreciated, 
however, that one arm 28 could be longer than the 
other, if desired. This would depend upon the size of 
the bundle being formed and its cross-section. Arms 28 
are provided with openings 30, of suitable shape. In 
FIGURES 2 and 3, these openings are substantially - 
square in cross-section. The purpose of these openings 
is to make it possible to insure that once a corner pro 
tector 18 is placed in proper position on a bundle to be 
tied or strapped, it will remain there during the strapping 
or tying operation until the bundle is completed. This 
method avoids the necessity of nailing through the arms 
of a protector, which obviously damages a portion of 
the goods being packed, and at the same time it aifords 
an extremely simple way of securing a protector in place 
for strapping. Nails, however, may still be‘ used in 
bundling some types of goods, if desired, since they can 
be easily driven‘ through the plastic without splitting it. 

In FIGURE 2, a corner protector 18 has been‘ placed 
on a bundle being strapped. By virtue of openings 59, 
protector 18 is held ‘in desired position by a strip of 
masking tape 32._ In FIGURE 2, only one opening 30 
is used. It is obvious that both could be used, in which 
case the position ‘onthe bundle of protector 18would 
be doubly assured. In experience, I have found that 
only‘one opening 30 need be used, and~that because. 
of , simplicity in manufacture, andalso to provide a 
choice of openings in actual use, .it‘is'a good idea to pro~ 
vide at‘leastone opening 30 in each arm 28; As shown, 
openings 30 are formed well within the central limits of 
arms 28, and thus insure. that they will be ?rmly and 
positively held in position prior to the attachment of 
banding strip or band 16in forming a bundle 10. ' .Open 
ings or holes 30 also effect a savings in material, since 
protectors 18 are‘molded plastic parts. , ‘ 
‘Referring again to. FIGURE 3, it will be seen that 

lugs 28"centralize strap 16 on corner protectors 18. The 
masking or_othcr type ,of securing tape can be removed 
after strap 16 has beensecured by clamp 21} (FIGURE 
1), or, if1 desired, may .remain on the ?nal bundle. As 
showngin FIGURE 3,‘ the outer edges of body 22 are 
,so disposedwithrespect to, thearms28 that in its ?nal 
operativqposition, strap ,16, is maintained out offcontacf 
with the bundle. 
My .n'ovel‘protector.-18tis‘made of any suitable plastic. ~ 

' , I‘have found that polyethylene and"polypropylene'prefen. 
. ably. of the high,‘ density, typ'esiwhich are-rslatiyélv;,chéap, 
. and .easily , fabricated, giye- satisfactorwt‘es" “ ' ‘ 
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, tect, and_after_ the re'quired‘number of protectors have‘ 
‘ been applied around‘ the bundle, a strap or band 16gis.tied 

plastic ‘is, ru‘stproof,‘ at‘ noi. time will‘a-ypackaige , or-j‘bujndle Y 
using any] protector‘ ,beqspoiled by rustgasaisdrequently 

’ . ‘ ‘ ‘ Further; 
.itpacka‘ges thaving metal Iprb‘tectors - 

‘ manently tacky adhesive. 

4 
more, my novel protectors are tough, resist breakage, 
and are substantially unaffected by normal changes in 
temperature, thereby contributing to a very good pack 
age. Furthermore, my novel protector cannot crack or 
split and cut the hands of those handling such packages, 
as is the case with protectors made from metal. 

In accordance with my invention, it is possible to make 
a corner protector in which the inner faces of the arms 
extending outward from body 22 and which lie against 
the sides of the package lie in planes which intersect 
and form the desired sharp seating angle. For example, 
in corner protector 18 shown in the drawings, and es 
pecially in FIGURE 3, the angle a between arms 28 is 
90°. There is no radius between the inside faces of arms 
28 at their line of intersection forming angle a. If the 
package or bundle'being formed was hexagonal in cross 
section, then the angle formed by the intersection of 
the arms 28 would be 120°, as would be the case for 
an equilateral, triangular cross‘section package. The 
important feature of this construction is that this accu 
racy in the angular relationship of arms 28 enables a 
protector 18 ‘to ?t or seat snugly against the corner of 
a package it is to protect. In this way, in the handling 
and/or shipping of a bundle or package to which it is 
applied, the corner protector cannot be damaged.‘ It is 
noteworthy that the plastic material not only is tough 
and resistant to breakage, but also acts to absorb shocks 
and prevent them from reaching the goods protected. 
This feature is unknown in the case of metal protectors 
which can bend and be distorted by blows against them. 
The forms of corner protectors 18 and 118 shown in 

the drawings have arms which may be termed trapezoidal 
in plan, see particularly FIGURE 4 and also FIGURE 5. 
While I have found that this shape gives most satisfactory 
results, other shapes could be used. ‘ 
The construction shown in FIGURE 5 is essentially the 

same as that shown in FIGURES 1-4 inclusive, except for 
(the means by which corner protector 118 is maintained 
on a bundle or package being strapped or tied. There 
fore, no detailed description of its construction is con 
sidered necessary. Corner protector 118 which has an 
elongated body portion 122 having longitudinal grooves 
124 and spaced lugs (not shown) corresponding to lugs 
26 of the embodiment shown in‘ FIGURES 1-4, is pro 
vided with a coating of a suitable adhesive, preferably a 
tacky adhesive 134, normally covered by a protecting 
sheet 136. As shown, there is a coating of adhesive 134 
on the inner face of each of the arms 128, although a sat 
isfactory result would be obtained if only one inner face 
was coated. As mentioned, it is preferred to use a per 

_ A suitable adhesive of this 
type, 18 a so-called pressure-sensitive‘ adhesive such as 
made and sold by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
‘Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, under the designation 
No. 1383, No. 1431 and No. 1815.‘ In preparinga corner , 
protector 118 after it has been made, the desired amount 
of adhesive is applied to a selected portion of the inner 
face of an arm 123, in a desired pattern, Le, a rectangular 
coating 3134, although any other shape could be used. 
Gver the coating 134 ist'applied a cover sheet 136 of glas 
sme paper or thin plastic :sheeting made from cellulose 
acetate or other suitable plastic. ‘When thecorner pro 
tector is to ‘be used, sheet 136 is stripped from‘one or‘both 
inner faces of arms 128, the protector 118 is pressed home 
against the portion ofthe corner of a bundle ‘it is to pro 

and fastened to ‘complete the bun‘dle‘10, as described here 
mabove; ‘ i‘ ‘ “ 

.ZReferring again. tojlt‘thehr'a'wings,itishouldbei'notedfl - . 
' that'rny novel bornenprot'ectqn comprises ‘relatively; ‘rigid, I 
portions 23,‘an'd,123, ‘respectively, on ‘body zzysildglz‘z, I s ‘ 1‘ 

prospectively‘, to'which are joiu'etii‘a's' integral partsfnrmsiu ‘ 
and 128, respectively, ‘the latterfvhaving faces which sea?tti 
?at-against the ‘goods-‘to be strapped‘ or banded‘ together." ' t . 

J 
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As best shown in FIGURE 3, ‘rigid portions 23 are pro 
jections forming integral parts of body portion 22, and 
they extend rearwardly and laterally on body portion in 
such manner that when a strap or band 16 is passed there 
over and secured and tensioned, the pressure of the 
strapping load exerted or imposed ‘by the strap or band is 
directed wholly against the surfaces of the projections 23 
which extend along appositesides of body portion 22 with 
respect to a plane bisecting' the corner angle a formed by 
the intersection of the inner faces of arms 28. In this 
manner tensioned strap or band 16 does not exert any 
pressure or stress either on the corner of vthe protector 
between projections 23 or on the portion of the package 
it protects. Instead, the entire strapping load is spread 
over the sides of the package adjacent the portion where 
the protector is secured. The same conditions obtain for 
the modi?ed form of protector 118 shown in FIGURE 5. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the design and position 
ing of’ the elements of my novel protector, and the manner 
in which the inner faces of the arms thereof lie in planes 
intersecting to form a desired angle, as described, preclude 
the possibility o? damage to merchandise being strapped 
or banded for shipment, handling and storage. Thus the 
invention makes possible the provision of a tough, shock 
proof and rugged protector not heretofore known or 
available in the art. ' 
What I claim is: 
1. A corner protector of the type described comprising 

a generally L-shaped elongated body having two angu 
larly disposed outwardly extending arms formed inte 
grally therewith, the inner faces of said arms lying in 
planes intersecting on one side of said body to form a 
relatively sharp inside corner angle adapted to be seated 
against a selected corner portion of a package to be 
strapped, strap supporting means formed integrally on 
the opposite sides of said body and extending in spaced 
substantially parallel relationship along opposite sides of 
the line bisecting the angle formed by the planes of inter 
section of said inner faces of said arms, said strap sup 
porting means also extending rearwardly and laterally 
from said body to provide a support surface for a ten 
sioned strap passed thereover and located above the cor 
ner portion of said body portion extending between said 
supporting means, and secured in such manner that the 
strapping band load is imposed only on said supporting 
means and is directed thereby over a substantial area of 

_ the sides of the package where said protector is secured 
by a strap. 
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2. The invention de?ned in claim 1 including openings 
formed in said arms of said protector for assisting in the 
securing of said protector to a package. 

13. 'i‘ he invention de?ned in claim 1, wherein said sup 
porting means comprise projections, and wherein the sur 
face portions of said projections which support said strap 
are so located as to support the portion of a strap passing 
thcreover in a plane substantially at right angles to the 
plane bisecting the angle formed by the intersecting inner 
faces oi} said arms, whereby to absorb the strapping load 
of said strap and direct it over a substantial area of the 
sides of a package. 

4. A plastic corner protector of the class described 
comprising a body having a front portion formed by two 
integral outwardly extending ‘arms having ‘their inner 
faces lying in planes intersecting to form a relatively sharp 
corner angle adapted to seat against a selected corner of 
a package to be protected, said body also having a rear 
portion, a pair of spaced projections formed integrally 
with said rear portion of said body and extending out 
wardly and laterally therefrom to provide a strap support— 
ing‘ surface lying in a plane substantially at right angles 
with the plane passed through said corner angle and bisect 
ing it, the edges of said projections being spaced above the 
center 05 the rear portion of said body, whereby that part 
of a tensioned strap passing over said strap supporting 
surface is so supported that the entire strapping load of 
said tensioned strap is spread over a substantial area of 
the sides of said package, and damage to the corner of 
said package beneath said protector is prevented. 

5 . The invention de?ned in claim 4 including lug means 
formed integrally on said projections, said lug means being 
so spaced as to prevent substantial lateral shifting of a 
tensioned strap passing over said surface of said pro 
jections. 
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